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QUESTION 1

A customer has launched a data analytics initiative and has been transferring old data into the new data lake. The
customer has discovered some data read errors during the transfer process. 

In this scenario, how should the customer have avoided these data integrity issues? 

A. by ensuring that data assurance and media scan are always activated 

B. by deploying secure-capable drives 

C. by turning on cyclic redundancy checks (CRCs) 

D. by turning on erasure coding 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

To enable one-way authentication in a new iSCSI Linux implementation, which three modifications should you make in
the /etc/iscsi/iscsid.conf file on the Linux host? (Choose three.) 

A. the target username and password 

B. the initiator username and password 

C. CHAP 

D. sendtargets discovery 

E. iSCSI 

Correct Answer: ACD 

Reference: https://library.netapp.com/ecm/ecm_download_file/ECMP1654943 

 

QUESTION 3

Click the Exhibit button. 

An administrator is asked to create a 5532 GiB volume from the volume group. Referring to the exhibit, how would the
administrator complete this request? 
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A. Create the volume after performing space reclamation 

B. Create the volume after consolidating the capacity 

C. Create the volume from the available capacity 

D. Create the volume after adjusting the preservation capacity 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

You want to find detailed information about the devices that are connected to the Brocade switch. In this scenario, which
command would accomplish this goal? 

A. portloginshow  

B. zoneshow 

C. nsshow 

D. switchshow 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://jp.fujitsu.com/platform/server/primergy/products/note/other/FOS_CmdRef_v720.pdf 

(849) 

 

QUESTION 5

You are cabling drive expansion shelves for an E2800 storage system. 

In this scenario, which cabling method should you use? 

A. You use SAS expansion port EXP1 and reserve SAS expansion port EXP2 for a second drive expansion stack. 

B. The controller A and the controller B SAS expansion ports (EXP1 and EXP2) should be divided between the A-side
and B-side IOM-12 modules for all the expansion shelves. 

C. You use SAS expansion port EXP2 and reserve SAS expansion port EXP1 for a second drive expansion stack. 

D. The controller A and the controller B SAS expansion ports (EXP1 and EXP2) should not be divided between the A-
side and B-side IOM-12 modules for all of the expansion shelves. 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference https://library.netapp.com/ecm/ecm_download_file/ECMLP2773537 
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